Miyagi-oki Earthquake. Left panels: surface-to-borehole S-wave spectral ratios for horizontal components (abbreviated to Surface/Borehole). Center panels: horizontal-to-vertical S-wave spectral ratios for surface records (abbreviated to S-H/V), In these panels a thick line represents the spectral ratio for the 2003 Miyagi-oki earthquake; a thin line with the grey shadow represents the average spectral ratio and the standard deviation for weak motions; and the number in each panel represents the DNL value for each ratio defined by equation (1) Fig. 8 (a), Table 3 )῍ QQQ̯ῌ Q̳QQ (Fig. 8 (a) ) ̯Ώ̮̯ Q̱̯Qῳ̮̳Q῞̱Q῝Ώ̮Ῡ`̯̮ῑῦ ( Fig. 
(b))῍ QQ῎Q (2004) ̯ΰῦΌ̳QQQQ (SMGA)
̯̰Ὺ̰̰̯ Table 4 ̯ ̮ῧῑῦ῍ SMGA ̯ 3 Ί ῐῥῌ ῒῙ 2 Ί̯QQῖῦ (Fig. 8 (b) )῍ 3 Ί̯ SMGA ̯ A, B, C ῥQΰΊQῦ῞QῘῌ ῝῞ῥΊQQQῑῦ 
